D-Talks Episode 2

About D-Talks:

D-Talks is an educational talk show featuring conversations, designed to boost self-awareness, self-confidence and self-development in business and career. The objective is to provide a forum to people who are interested in learning how to influence and create an impact. Here, people from various fields share their experiences and enlighten young minds. With the uncertainty and the unrest brought on by the pandemic, the speakers aimed to educate the students about the demands of the changing markets and the opportunities present in the marketing domain for prospective employees. The speakers create an interactive environment by answering questions, sharing their experience and insights and motivated students to learn and enhance their skills to be industry ready.

Date: 4th October, 2020

Speaker: Mr. Prateek Nagar, Ex-CMO of Start-Up, Boozeey.

Audience Turnout: 152 participants

Session Details:
The session featured conversations designed to boost self-confidence, self-awareness and self-development in business and career. Mr. Prateek Nagar enlightened students on the changing needs of the industry and the relevant skills which are to be developed by students to adapt to these dynamically changing times. He also shared glimpses of his career and valuable insights he gained about the industry through his experience. He shed light on the impact of COVID-19 on the industry and gave direction to young minds in this period of uncertainty. The last segment was a question and answer session where Mr. Nagar enthusiastically answered the questions by the inquisitive minds. The session was widely appreciated by the students and was truly educational and informative. The audience got a clear idea of the opportunities presently in the marketing domain.
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Date - 4th October, 2020
Time - 12 pm onwards
Experience: StartUp - Consultant, Ex-Chief Marketing Officer-Boozeey, Ex-Essar Group, Ex- Future Group , a Public Speaker with 10 years of Experience in Marketing: Offline & Online (FMCG & FMCD)

About: Mr. Prateek Nagar has more than 10 years of experience in Marketing, diversified industrial experience in FMCG, Retail, FMCD, and Tech. He gives in edge to have better understanding of TG and Strategic Management. His last assignment was with a Tech-Startup-Boozeey, prior to that worked with the companies like The Mobile Wallet, The Mobile Store (Essar Group), Easy Day (Future Group),Conliva (Marica International).